The dynamics of gas bubbles in conduits of vascular plants and implications for embolism repair.
Pressure-induced tensions in the xylem, the water conducting tissue of vascular plants, can lead to embolism in the water-conducting cells. The details and mechanisms of embolism repair in vascular plants are still not well understood. In particular, experimental results which indicate that embolism repair may occur during xylem tension cause great problems with respect to current paradigms of plant water transport. The present paper deals with a theoretical analysis of interfacial effects at the pits (pores in the conduit walls), because it was suggested that gas-water interfaces at the pit pores may be involved in the repair process by hydraulically isolating the embolized conduit. The temporal behaviour of bubbles at the pit pores was especially studied since the question of whether these pit bubbles are able to persist is of crucial importance for the suggested mechanism to work. The results indicate that (1) the physical preconditions which are necessary for the suggested mechanism appear to be satisfied, (2) pit bubbles can achieve temporal stability and therefore persist and (3) dissolving of bubbles in the conduit lumen may lead to the final breakdown of the hydraulic isolation. The whole process is, however, complex and strongly dependent on the detailed anatomy of the pit and the contact angle.